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Preparing DNA-mimicking multi-line
nanocaterpillars via in situ nanoparticlisation
of fully conjugated polymers†
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A unique hierarchical evolution from single-line nanocaterpillars to multi-line nanocaterpillars and then to

multi-line nanocaterpillars bearing a few long-chain branches was demonstrated by in situ nanoparticlisa-

tion of fully conjugated poly(2,5-dihexyloxy-1,4-phenylene)-block-poly(3-methylthiophene) (PPP-b-

P3MT). PPP-b-P3MTs of various block ratios were successfully synthesised by the Grignard metathesis

polymerization method; moreover, these block copolymers underwent spontaneous self-assembly

during the polymerization owing to the solvophobicity or strong π–π interactions of the core block, i.e.

P3MT. These in situ generated PPP-b-P3MT NPs were quite different from the previously reported NPs

generated from poly(2,5-dihexyloxy-1,4-phenylene)-block-polythiophene (PPP-b-PT). AFM and TEM

images revealed that PPP-b-P3MTs formed single- to multi-line nanocaterpillars, whereas PPP-b-PTs

only formed shorter single-line nanocaterpillars. On the basis of PXRD and UV–vis data, we speculated

that this interesting morphology of multi-line nanocaterpillars, resembling duplex DNA, arose from

different packing modes and crystallinity as well as improved solubility of the P3MT core compared with

the NPs containing the PT core.

Introduction

Self-assembly of conjugated polymers has proved to be a
useful approach to construct well-ordered semiconducting
nanostructures.1–5 In particular, rod–coil-type block co-
polymers containing conjugated polymers as the rod segment
have attracted considerable attention because they form
various nanostructures such as spheres, fibres and vesicles.6–10

However, using these nanostructures as electronic materials
may be limited because of the insulating nature of the coil seg-
ments. Consequently, recent developments in the synthesis of
fully conjugated block copolymers have become interesting
because the entire backbone is semiconducting and these
copolymers could form various nanostructures such as
nanowires,11–13 nanorings,12 helical nanowires,14 vesicles and
lamellae in both solution and thin-film states.11–17

Conventionally, the self-assembly of block copolymers is
induced by post-synthetic treatments such as the slow addition
of selective solvents, dialysis, ageing and chemical modifi-

cation (e.g. charge development16 or adding glue molecules18),
which are necessary to impose the driving force for self-assem-
bly upon one segment of the block copolymer. Unfortunately,
these additional post-synthetic treatments may take a long
time to form the desired nanostructures. Furthermore, the
obtained nanostructures are generally unstable against heat,
solvent change and mechanical force. Therefore, for improving
the process of self-assembly and the stability of the resulting
nanostructures, both the rational design of block copolymer
architectures and the development of fast and efficient self-
assembly processes are highly desirable (e.g. polymerization-
induced self-assembly).19–21

Recently, we reported a new strategy called in situ nanopar-
ticlisation of conjugated polymers (INCP), where the direct
self-assembly of conjugated polymers spontaneously occurred
during their controlled/living block copolymerization.22–28 The
main driving force for this step-economic self-assembly
process was the high solvophobicity or strong π–π interactions
of the second blocks, which comprised insoluble conjugated
polyacetylene or polythiophene without any side chain. For
example, in situ self-assembly of fully conjugated poly(3-(2-
ethylhexyl)thiophene)-block-polythiophene (P3EHT-b-PT)24 and
poly(2,5-dihexyloxy-1,4-phenylene)-block-polythiophene (PPP-b-
PT)25 afforded highly stable branched nanostructures (nano-
stars and nanonetworks) and one-dimensional (1D) caterpillar-
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shaped nanostructures (nanocaterpillars) without any post-
synthetic treatments or templates. However, although the pre-
vious in situ nanoparticlisation of PPP-b-PT provided 1D nano-
caterpillars with narrow length dispersity, the average length
of the nanocaterpillars was rather short (ca. 75–120 nm)
because the degree of polymerization (DP) of the core PT
segment was limited.25 Thus, the core was exposed to a lesser
extent, which led to limited supramolecular growth. Attempts
to further increase the size of the core by increasing the DP of
PT resulted in precipitation during block copolymerization
because of low solubility. Hence, to increase the length of the
nanocaterpillars, we envisioned that poly(3-methylthiophene)
(P3MT), which would be more soluble than the previous PT
but still insoluble and crystalline enough for the direct in situ
self-assembly, might be an excellent candidate for a new core
block (Scheme 1). Furthermore, comparing the in situ self-
assembly process and the final supramolecular structures
between the previous PPP-b-PT and its analogues containing
P3MT would be interesting because the PT and P3MT
would crystallise with different packing modes in the core
(Scheme 1).47–49

Hierarchical supramolecular organization of polymers via a
bottom-up approach provides an exciting method to construct
a series of well-defined nanoarchitectures from simple
polymers.3,9,14,29–37 For example, two single strands of DNA
forming a double helix is the basis of life. Similarly, multi-level
hierarchical organization of conjugated polymers leads to
highly complex functional nanomaterials.3,9,14,30 From our pre-
vious reports detailing the construction of various nano-
structures such as 0D, 1D, branched and 3D nanostructures
via the INCP strategy,22–28 we envisioned that the step-econo-
mic and kinetically controlled INCP method could simplify
and enrich the hierarchical organization of conjugated poly-
mers. Therefore, we focused our attention on the construction
of synthetically challenging but potentially useful nano-
structures such as unique supramolecular multi-line nano-

chains, which are intended to mimic duplex DNA in living
systems. Previously, a few reports had demonstrated that small
organic molecules such as perylene bisimide38 and inorganic
materials such as gold NPs39–41 organised into multi-line
nanochains. However, these nanostructures were sensitive to
changes in conditions such as solvent, pH and concentration.
In addition, the formation of such multi-line nanochains only
from polymers had not been realised. Herein, we report the
first example of DNA-like multi-line nanochains (or nanocater-
pillars) comprising a soft polymeric material. These unique
multi-line nanocaterpillars were readily obtained by in situ
nanoparticlisation of PPP-b-P3MT, and the longer ones were
obtained from the more soluble poly(2,5-di(2-ethylhexyloxy)-
1,4-phenylene)-block-poly(3-methylthiophene) (PPP(EH)-b-
P3MT). Depending on the DP of P3MT, hierarchical evolution
of the nanostructures from nanospheres to single-line nano-
caterpillars, multi-line nanocaterpillars and finally to multi-
line nanocaterpillars with long chain branches was possible.

Results and discussion

The PPP-b-P3MTs were synthesized by the Grignard metathesis
polymerization (GRIM) method.42–44 By fixing the ratio of
1-bromo-4-iodo-2,5-dihexyloxybenzene (1) to (1,2-bis(diphenyl-
phosphino)ethane)dichloronickel(II) (Ni(dppe)Cl2) at 70 : 1, the
soluble first block PPP with a para-bis(hexyloxy) substituent
was produced with a number-average molecular weight (Mn) of
22–26 kg mol−1 and low polydispersity indices (PDI) of
1.04–1.06 (Table 1). Note that compared with our previous
GRIM polymerization from 1,4-dibromo-2,5-dihexyloxybenzene
to produce PPP,25 using 1 as the monomer resulted in PPP
with a higher Mn and lower PDI (Table 1 and Fig. S1a†).43 For
the second block, the Grignard reagent from 2-bromo-5-iodo-3-
methylthiophene (2) was added to the flask to produce the
core of P3MT with high regioselectivity and conversion

Scheme 1 Comparison between in situ nanoparticlisation of PPP-b-P3MT and PPP-b-PT. Note the different solubility and packing modes of P3MT
and PT.
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(Table 1). Moreover, adding one equivalent of lithium chloride
(LiCl) during the preparation of the Grignard monomer from 2
was essential to achieve successful block copolymerization of
PPP-b-P3MT; otherwise, the block copolymerization was highly
inefficient. The DP of the core-forming P3MT block propor-
tionally increased from 36 to 148 upon increasing the feed
ratio of monomer 2/Ni(dppe)Cl2 from 50 to 180 (Table 1). The
PPP-b-PTs and PPP(EH)-b-P3MTs were prepared by the same
GRIM procedure as presented in Table 1 (Fig. S1†).

The initial evidence for the formation of core–shell-type
micelles from PPP-b-P3MTs was obtained by 1H NMR measure-
ments. Similar to previous examples of INCP,22–28 the 1H NMR
spectra of PPP-b-P3MTs in CDCl3 were identical to that of the
PPP homopolymer, without any signals corresponding to
P3MT (Fig. S2a†). This was because the core block of P3MT as
a result of micellisation was not solvated at all by CDCl3 and
became undetectable.

The successful block copolymerization of PPP-b-P3MTs was
easily checked by the colour change of the polymerization
solution. When the Grignard reagent from monomer 2 was
added to a flask containing the living chain of PPP (Table 1),
the initial yellow solution turned red and subsequently brick
red within 2 min because of the increase in the conjugation
length of P3MT (Fig. 1). UV–vis spectra of PPP-b-P3MTs pro-
vided more details for the whole polymerization. There were
two distinct sets of absorption regions, with the λmax values at
340 nm and 470 nm corresponding to the absorption peaks
for PPP and P3MT (Fig. 1). The absorption intensity of P3MT
relative to that of PPP increased with the increasing DP of
P3MT (Fig. 1). Two vibronic peaks appeared at 545 nm and
596 nm, suggesting the π–π stacking of P3MT in solu-
tion;12,45,46 the band gap of PPP-b-P3MTs was 1.9–2.0 eV,
as calculated from the onset points of the PPP-b-P3MTs
(627–646 nm, Fig. 1). Compared with the UV–vis spectra of the
PPP70-b-PTa analogues (a = 50–115), the λmax values of the PPP-

b-P3MTs were greatly blue-shifted by 72–81 nm and the inten-
sities of their vibronic peaks were much weaker (Fig. 1 and
S3d†). These observations indicated that the chain ordering or
packing between PT and P3MT was very different.45,46 In the
film state, the UV–vis spectra of the PPP-b-P3MTs were identi-
cal to those of the PPP-b-P3MTs in the solution state and did
not significantly change after thermal annealing (Fig. S3a–c†).
These results implied that the well-ordered packing of the
P3MT core in solution was essentially the same as that in the
film state.

Next, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels
for PPP-b-P3MTs were obtained by cyclic voltammetry and
optical band gap measurements. The HOMO and LUMO levels
of the PPP-b-P3MTs were −5.4 eV and −3.4 eV, respectively
(Fig. S4†). The HOMO level of the PPP-b-P3MTs was similar to
that of the previously reported PPP-b-PTs25 but lower than that
of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (−4.9 eV) (Fig. S4†), suggesting the
high stability of the polymer against air oxidation.

For a detailed examination of the π–π stacking and crystal-
line domains of PPP-b-P3MTs, the powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) pattern was analysed. The PXRD pattern of PPP-b-
P3MTs showed a combination of peaks from crystalline
domains for both PPP ((100), d = 2.1 nm; (001), d = 0.43 nm;
(010), d = 0.38 nm, where d is the d-spacing)50 and P3MT
((110), d = 0.52 nm; (020), d = 0.35 nm)48 (Fig. S5a and c†).
This demonstrated that the crystalline domains of PPP and
P3MT were well separated from each other in the core–shell
nanostructure, as shown by the two distinct absorption peaks
corresponding to PPP and P3MT in the UV–vis spectrum
(Fig. 1). The intensity of the P3MT peak relative to that of the
PPP peak increased with increasing DP of P3MT because of
the increased crystallinity of P3MT as well as the decreased
crystallinity of PPP in the core–shell geometry (Fig. S5a and
S6†). In comparison with the PXRD patterns of PPP-b-P3MTs,
PPP70-b-PTa (a = 50–115) showed different peak patterns in the
region corresponding to the π–π stacking distance ((110), d =
0.45 nm; (200), d = 0.39 nm; (210), d = 0.32 nm)47 (Fig. S5b and

Table 1 Synthesis of PPP-b-P3MT by the Grignard metathesis polymeri-
zation method

Entry Ni(dppe)Cl2 : 1 : 2 Mn (PDI) of PPPa DP of P3MTb Yield

1 1 : 70 : 50 25.8k (1.06) 36 72%
2 1 : 70 : 115 25.0k (1.06) 84 73%
3 1 : 70 : 180 21.6k (1.04) 148 64%

aMeasured by THF size-exclusion chromatography calibrated using
polystyrene standards. b Estimated by gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry.

Fig. 1 UV–vis spectra of PPP and PPP-b-P3MTs in chloroform at room
temperature.
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c†). This indicates the different stacking modes of PT (herring-
bone structure) and P3MT (π-stacked structure, face-centred
lattice-type packing) in nanostructures.47–49

To obtain information regarding the size and shape of the
nanostructures from PPP-b-P3MTs, we analysed them using
dynamic light scattering (DLS), atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). DLS measure-
ments in chloroform at 20 °C confirmed the existence of nano-
particles (NPs) from PPP-b-P3MTs in solution; moreover, their
hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) increased from 133 to 251 nm
and then to 687 nm (with a minor tailing in DLS profile),
according to the DP of P3MT (Fig. 2a). In contrast, the Dh of
the nanostructures from PPP70-b-PTa (a = 50–115) under the
same DLS measurement conditions only increased from 100 to
204 nm (Fig. S7a†). Note that the Dh of the PPP-b-P3MT NPs
increased proportionally with the DP of P3MT (Fig. 2a),
whereas that of PPP-b-PT NPs seemed to saturate at ca. 200 nm
(Fig. S7a†). This indicated that PPP-b-P3MT could form much
larger NPs despite the more soluble P3MT core.

The AFM images of the nanostructures from PPP-b-P3MTs
on freshly prepared highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)

revealed an interesting structural evolution as the DP of the
P3MT core increased. Initially, PPP70-b-P3MT50 formed mostly
short to long 1D undulated nanocaterpillars with a number-
average length (Ln) of 130 nm, length dispersity (Lw/Ln) of 1.45
and average height (H) of 6.6 nm (Fig. 2b, S8a, and S9†). There
was a small amount of nanospheres as well, indicating that
the nanosphere was the basic building block, as found in the
previous reports.22–28 In the case of PPP70-b-P3MT115, the
nanocaterpillars had grown longer and taller with Ln =
246 nm, Lw/Ln = 1.47 and H = 9.9 nm; this agreed well with the
DLS analysis (Fig. 2a, c, S8a, and S9†). Interestingly, high-
resolution AFM images of this sample revealed that the nano-
structures changed from undulated single-line to undulated
multi-line nanocaterpillars (Fig. 2e–g and S8a†). The presence
of these intriguing multi-line nanocaterpillars was further sup-
ported by the cross-sectional view analysis showing mostly two
or maximum three undulations (Fig. 2g and h). Finally, AFM
height and phase images of nanostructures from PPP70-b-
P3MT180 revealed that the multi-line nanocaterpillars became
larger with lengths over 1 μm and H = 11.2 nm (Fig. 2d, S8a,
and S9†). Moreover, in some cases, these nanocaterpillars had
a small number of branching points (0–3) to give long-chain
branching nanocaterpillars (Fig. 2d and S8a†).

The TEM images of these nanostructures provided more
definitive evidence for this interesting evolution from single-
line to multi-line nanocaterpillars because, even without stain-
ing, one could clearly see only the highly crystalline P3MT core
of NPs. In TEM images, the core of the nanocaterpillars from
PPP70-b-P3MT50 comprised nanospheres arranged in a 1D
single line with minimal contact among themselves (Fig. 3a
and S8a†), similar to the previous nanocaterpillars from PPP-b-
PTs25 (Fig. S8b†). Interestingly, a closer look at the TEM
images of NPs from PPP70-b-P3MT115 indeed showed thicker
multi-line 1D nanocaterpillars comprising mostly two or three
parallel lines of single-line nanocaterpillars resembling duplex
DNA (Fig. 3b, d and S8a†). Similarly, the TEM images of NPs

Fig. 2 (a) DLS profiles of PPP-b-P3MT nanoparticles in chloroform at
20 °C. AFM images of the nanostructures from PPP-b-P3MTs on HOPG:
(b) PPP70-b-P3MT50, (c) PPP70-b-P3MT115 and (d) PPP70-b-P3MT180.
High-resolution AFM (e) height and (f ) phase images of the nano-
structures from PPP70-b-P3MT115. (g) High-resolution AFM image and
(h) height profile of the nanostructure from PPP70-b-P3MT115.

Fig. 3 TEM images of the nanostructures from PPP-b-P3MTs on a Cu/
C TEM grid: (a) PPP70-b-P3MT50, (b) PPP70-b-P3MT115 and (c) PPP70-b-
P3MT180. (d) Schematic comparison between the formation of double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) and multi-line nanocaterpillars.
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from PPP70-b-P3MT180 revealed the arrays of nanospheres
arranged in multi-line 1D nanocaterpillars, however, one could
see the branching point (Fig. 3c and S8a†). In comparison, the
AFM and TEM images of NPs from PPP70-b-PTa (a = 50–115)
only showed the short single-line nanocaterpillars even with
the largest DP of PT (Fig. S8b†).25 For example, PPP70-b-PT115
formed only single-line nanocaterpillars with Ln = 131 nm,
Lw/Ln = 1.16 and H = 7.3 nm (Fig. S8b and S9†); however, the
length of multi-line nanocaterpillars from PPP70-b-P3MT115
having similar DPs for both blocks was greater (246 nm vs.
131 nm) and the average height was higher (9.9 nm vs. 7.3 nm)
because of the multi-line morphology (Fig. S9†). Note that the
length distribution (Lw/Ln) was much broader (1.47 vs. 1.16) for
the multi-line nanocaterpillars (Fig. S9†).

To unambiguously show the differences in these two nano-
structures from PPP-b-PT and PPP-b-P3MT, the PPP70-b-PT90

and PPP70-b-P3MT70 NPs with similar Mn values for PPP and
similar DP values of the second blocks (PT and P3MT) were
mixed altogether and imaged by AFM and TEM. The AFM
images of the NP mixtures on HOPG showed that the PPP70-b-
P3MT70 NPs were 2.6 nm taller (Fig. 4a and b) and 188 nm
longer than the PPP70-b-PT90 NPs (Fig. S9c and S10†). The
TEM image of the mixture also revealed the different core
structures and thicknesses of the PPP70-b-PT90 (single-line,
thinner) and PPP70-b-P3MT70 (multi-line, thicker) NPs (Fig. 4c
and S10†). Again, these results confirmed the different self-
assembly behaviour of PPP-b-PTs and PPP-b-P3MTs.

During the preparation of PPP-b-P3MTs, it was found that
although PPP-b-P3MTs were more soluble than PPP-b-PTs, the
diblock copolymers having a high DP of the P3MT core, such
as PPP70-b-P3MT180, showed marginal solubility. This led us to
change the side chain of PPP from hexyl to branched 2-ethyl-
hexyl (PPP(EH)) to increase the solubility and processability of
the NPs (Fig. S1b†). To match the Mn of PPP(EH) with that of
the previous PPP, we increased the feed ratio to 100 : 1 and pre-
pared several analogues, PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT50, PPP(EH)100-b-
P3MT90 and PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT130 (Fig. S1b†). All three NPs
were analysed by 1H NMR, UV–vis spectroscopy, DLS, AFM,

and TEM, and they exhibited identical nanostructures to the
PPP-b-P3MTs (Fig. S2b, S3e, S7b, and S8c†). Note that AFM
images showed that the lengths of the nanocaterpillars from
PPP(EH)-b-P3MTs were significantly longer than those from
PPP-b-P3MTs: Ln = 179 nm, Lw/Ln = 1.34 and H = 6.1 nm for
PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT50 (Fig. S8c and S9†); Ln = 431 nm, Lw/Ln =
1.76 and H = 7.8 nm for PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT90 (Fig. 5a, S8c,
and S9†). PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT130 (H = 14.4 nm) showed much
longer nanocaterpillars with a maximum length of over 2 μm
and a small degree of branching (Fig. 5b, c, S8c, and S9†).
Moreover, the TEM images of the PPP(EH)-b-P3MT NPs
revealed that the nanocaterpillar cores changed from single-
line (PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT50) to single-line and partially multi-
line (PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT90) and finally to fully multi-line
(PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT130) upon increasing the DP of P3MT
(Fig. 5d and S8c†).

On the basis of all of the experimental data, a plausible
mechanism for forming the multi-line nanocaterpillars from
PPP-b-P3MTs is proposed. In the early stage, PPP-b-P3MT with
a low P3MT DP initially self-assembled into nanospheres by
the INCP process, which then underwent supramolecular step-
growth polymerization to the single-line 1D nanocaterpillars
because of strong π–π interactions or the solvophobic effect of
the P3MT core (Fig. 6a). Until this stage, it is exactly the same
as the previously suggested mechanism for the formation of
nanocaterpillars from PPP-b-PTs.25 As the living polymeri-
zation of the Grignard reagent from the monomer 2 continued
inside the P3MT core, the core expanded and the nanocaterpil-
lars clung to each other in an end-to-end fashion to generate
long single-line nanocaterpillars (Fig. 6a). Further polymeri-
zation then led to further expansion of the insoluble core, to
the extent that the end-to-end attachment or elongation of the
nanocaterpillars was not sufficient for the PPP shell to stabilise
the exposed solvophobic P3MT core. Instead, in order to mini-
mize the area of the exposed core more effectively, side-by-side
attachment of the nanocaterpillars dominated, resulting in the
formation of the multi-line nanostructures, just as single-

Fig. 4 Comparison between (a) AFM images, (b) height profiles, and (c)
TEM images obtained from the mixtures of nanostructures from PPP70-
b-P3MT70 (Mn = 18.3k and PDI = 1.06 of PPP, actual DP of P3MT = 65, Ln
= 315 nm, Lw/Ln = 1.34) and PPP70-b-PT90 (Mn = 20.5k and PDI = 1.05 of
PPP, actual DP of PT = 61, Ln = 127 nm, Lw/Ln = 1.17).

Fig. 5 AFM images of the nanostructures from PPP(EH)-b-P3MTs on
HOPG: (a) PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT90, (b) PPP(EH)100-b-P3MT130. (c) High-
resolution AFM images of the nanostructures from PPP(EH)100-b-
P3MT130. (d) TEM images of the nanostructures from PPP(EH)100-b-
P3MT130 on a Cu/C TEM grid.
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stranded DNA forms duplex DNA (Fig. 3d and 6b). Finally, a
further increase in the DP of P3MT provided a small number
of branching points caused by the highly exposed cores on the
multi-line nanocaterpillars (Fig. 6c). Although this evolution
seemed similar to that for P3EHT-b-PT, which showed nano-
star and nanonetwork morphologies,24 the main difference
between the nanostructures from P3EHT-b-PT and PPP-b-
P3MT is that branching occurred at a much earlier stage for
P3EHT-b-PT because of the premature expansion of the PT
core,24 whereas the branching occurred at a much later stage
for the more soluble PPP-b-P3MT and resulted in long chain
branching.

Since the crystallinity and packing mode of P3MT are
different from those of PT, the stabilities of the NPs from
PPP70-b-P3MT50 and PPP70-b-P3MT115 were examined and com-
pared with that of the NPs from PPP-b-PT. First, their high
thermal stability in toluene at high temperatures was con-
firmed by DLS. There was no significant change in the sizes of
NPs from these two PPP-b-P3MTs in toluene at temperatures
ranging from 20 °C to 80 °C (Fig. S11a†). In contrast, when
their mechanical stability was tested by sonication in chloro-
form at room temperature, the long multi-line nanocaterpillars
fragmented into shorter NPs (Fig. S11b and c†). For example,
DLS, AFM and TEM analyses revealed that the size of the
PPP70-b-P3MT115 NPs decreased from 238 nm to 99 nm and
74 nm after sonicating the solution for 5 and 45 minutes,
respectively (Fig. S11b†). However, the initial core–shell supra-
molecular structures were still maintained, as shown by 1H
NMR (Fig. S11d†). Furthermore, even though the NPs became
shorter (about 1/3, 100–200 nm long) after sonication, the
TEM images of the fragmented samples from PPP70-b-P3MT115

revealed that their multi-line shape was still maintained even
after sonication for one hour (Fig. S11c†). These observations
suggested that at least the side-by-side attachment between
single-line nanocaterpillars leading to the multi-line ones was
quite stable under mechanical stress such as sonication.
Despite the high thermal stability of the PPP-b-P3MT NPs,

their overall lower mechanical stability implied that the P3MT
core was held together by relatively weaker π–π interactions, in
contrast to the case of PPP-b-PT, which showed both high
thermal and mechanical stability.25 Their weaker vibronic
peaks than the PT analogues under UV–vis spectroscopy also
supported the weaker π–π interaction. Ironically, this weaker
interaction in the P3MT core led to the formation of much
longer nanocaterpillars having much more interesting multi-
line dimensions.

Conclusion

In summary, in situ self-assembly of fully conjugated PPP-b-
P3MTs during GRIM polymerization produced single-line
nanocaterpillars, multi-line nanocaterpillars and branched
multi-line nanocaterpillars depending on the DP of P3MT. A
comparison between PPP-b-P3MT and its analogous PPP-b-PT
revealed several different characteristics such as improved
solubility, different packing mode (π-stacked packing) and
weaker π–π interactions of PPP-b-P3MTs. Furthermore, these
differences affected the in situ nanoparticlisation process,
resulting in the formation of a unique hierarchical evolution
of nanoparticle morphologies. In particular, PPP-b-P3MTs
formed longer single to multi-line nanocaterpillars, whereas
PPP-b-PTs formed only shorter single-line nanocaterpillars.
Changing the side chain from hexyl to branched 2-ethylhexyl
increased the length of the nanocaterpillars and led to
improved solubility and processability.
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